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ABSTRACT

In this review we present some data about the use of mobile phones in medical practice. The results of over hundred studies cited in PubMed during the last few years have been discussed. The article gives background connected with a project in the Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts referring to a personal mobile phone application named “Neurogame” which is currently constructed to evaluate motor skills related to attention and concentration in different samples of people.
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INTRODUCTION

We live in an age where many technologies have transformed our everyday lives and commerce (e.g., the worldwide web, tablets, cell phones, wifi, the Cloud, Skype, Amazon, Expedia, Google). Digital technology has rapidly and dramatically shifted humans’ interaction with the world and presents an enormous opportunity to develop, test, and widely disseminate effective health behavior change interventions. Precisely, developing effective digital interventions to change health behavior has been a challenging goal for both, academics and industry.

Nowadays prevalence of mobile phones users is especially high and is exponentially increasing in many countries, including Macedonia. Our previous study showed that even 96.26% of all school children use their own mobile phones. We have obtained results regarding the presence of some hypersensitive reactions, but other serious negative effects from electromagnetic fields induced by mobile phones were not confirmed [Pop-Jordanova, 2006, 2011, 2012, 2014, 2015].

The prospect of modifying lifestyle behaviors, such as diet, physical activity, smoking, and sleep, in order to improve health outcomes has increasingly driven efforts. The use of mobile phones in medical practice is based generally in this direction, with a behavioral theory as a starting point.

Behavioral theory is widely acknowledged to be critical to the development of interventions directed to change health behavior. Behaviorism is known as a learning theory that only focuses on objectively observable behaviors and discounts any independent activities of the mind. In this context, behavior the-
orists define that “learning is nothing more than the acquisition of new behavior based on environmental conditions” [Mummah SA et al.; 2016].

In PubMed we can find many articles devoted to the use of mobile phone in different medical branches. In this review paper, the main purpose is to explain some of them in brief.

**METHOD AND MATERIAL**

The PubMed publications from the last few years are the main source of this review. Key words used are: mobile phones, medicine and information science. More than hundred articles appeared. In this review only articles related to mobile phones and their application in medical settings are selected.

**RESULTS**

Smartphones are ubiquitous, but it is still unknown what physiological functions can be monitored at clinical quality. Hereafter, only more attractive and practical uses are cited.

The rapid advent of technology in combination with marked improvements in cellular communication and an increased desire by patients to be actively engaged in their care has ushered in a new era of clinical care. Smartphone-based electrocardiographic and cardiac implantable electronic device monitoring was used by Mittal S. (2017) and it has shown that this technique allow the patient to assume a greater stake in their own care.

It is known that pulmonary function is a standard measure of health status for cardiopulmonary patients. Cheng Q. et al.; (2017) has shown because cardiology is the medical branch most frequently related to high morbidity, mortality and cost, mobile phones, due to their audio processing capabilities, have the potential to facilitate the diagnosis of heart disease through automated auscultation [Dang S. et al.; 2017]. Managing chronic heart diseases requires considerable self-management skills and self-efficacy. In the cited study, it was shown that a mobile phone-based disease management program may help improve self-care efficacy and quality of life in patients with chronic heart failure. Figure 1 shows the simple technique of monitoring heart function by use of mobile phone devices.

The field of arrhythmia is additionally well known and its monitoring is changing frequently.

![Figure 1. Portable ECG connected with mobile phone](image-url)
that phone sensors can measure walking patterns. They have shown that improved classification models can accurately measure pulmonary function, where sensor data from carried phones are the sole inputs. Obtained results for pulmonary function are similar to those measured by spirometer.

Adherence to antihypertensive medication remains a key modifiable factor in the management of hypertension. Peacock E. and Krousel-Wood M. (2017) highlighted that promising strategies to improve antihypertensive medication adherence and blood pressure control include regimen simplification, reduction of out-of-pocket costs, use of allied health professionals for intervention delivery, and self-monitoring of blood pressure by technology-mediated interventions, especially by use of mobile phones.

The requirement for self-health monitoring and preventive medicine is increasing due to the projected dramatic increase in the number of elderly people until 2020. Developed technologies are truly able to reduce the overall costs for prevention and monitoring. This is possible by constantly monitoring health indicators in various areas, and in particular, wearable devices are considered to perform this task. These wearable devices and mobile apps now have been integrated with telemedicine and telehealth efficiently. In one study by Richardson JE. et al. (2017), the aim was to determine the role that smartphones may play in supporting older adults with chronic noncancer pain (CNCP) in order to improve pain management in this expanding population. The conclusion of the study was that smartphones focus on supporting medication management, enhancement of communication with providers, and facilitating connectedness within social networks to reduce feelings of isolation may help improve CNCP outcomes in older adults.

Another field in medicine, related especially to woman with osteoporosis is also connected to the application of mobile phones. Interventions to prevent osteoporosis by increasing dairy intake or physical activity in young women have been limited to increasing knowledge and awareness of osteoporosis. Self-monitoring using mobile devices in behavioral interventions has yielded significant and positive outcomes. In a recent preliminary study by Tay I. et al.; (2017) acceptable use of Calci-app was demonstrated in order to self-monitor calcium consumption.

Digital mental health tools have tended to use psychoeducational strategies based on treatment orientations developed and validated outside digital health. The group of Mohr DC. et al. (2017) developed a suite of apps for depression and anxiety called “IntelliCare”, with a focused goal and interactional style. “IntelliCare” apps prioritize interactive skills training over education and are designed for frequent but short interactions. The “IntelliCare” system is elemental, allowing individual apps to be used upon their effectiveness and utility, and it is eclectic, viewing treatment strategies as elements that can be applied as needed rather than adhering to a singular, overarching, theoretical model.

In the same context, Hung S. et al. (2016) published results of a smartphone application, iHOPE, used to perform daily ecological momentary assessment of depression, anxiety, sleep and cognitive performance. The study provides initial evidence for the feasibility of smartphone-based ecological momentary assessment in Chinese patients with depression.

Hypothermia is an independent risk factor for neonatal mortality and morbidity. To prevent it, an automated monitoring system is required. In this context an automated neonatal health monitoring system is designed using sensor mobile cloud computing (SMCC). De D. et al. (2016) innovates this system with a temperature sensor, acceleration sensor and heart rate measurement sensor used to monitor body temperature, acceleration due to body movement and the heart rate of neonates. The sensor data are stored inside the cloud. The health person continuously monitors and accesses these data through the mobile device using an android application for neonatal monitoring. When an abnormal situation arises, an alert is generated in the mobile device of the health person. By alerting health professional using such an automated system, early care is provided to the affected babies and the probability of recovery is increased.

Opposite to the usefulness, portable mobile and media devices as a ubiquitous part of children’s lives may affect their sleep duration and quality. Bedtime access to and use of a media device were significantly associated with inadequate sleep quantity, poor sleep quality, and excessive daytime sleepiness [Carter B et al 2016].

Diabetes Mellitus is a chronic disease that is considered a global public health problem. Education and self-monitoring by diabetic patients help in the process of optimizing and enabling satisfactory metabolic control thus improving man-
Management and reducing morbidity and mortality. The use of apps by diabetic patients could help improve the control of HbA1c. In addition, the apps seem to strengthen the perception of self-care by contributing to better information and health education to patients. Patients also become more self-confident to deal with their diabetes, mainly by reducing their fear of not knowing how to deal with potential hypoglycemic episodes that may occur [Bonoto BC. et al; 2017].

Shibuta T. et al. (2017) examined the prevalence of the willingness of patients with diabetes to use a self-management tool based on information and communication technology (ICT) such as personal computers, smartphones, and mobile phones, and to examine the patient characteristics associated with that willingness. The results of the study showed that approximately half of the evaluated patients showed interest in using an ICT-based self-management tool. Willing patients may expect ICT-based self-management tools to complement outpatient visits and to make self-management easier. Starting with patients who display the willingness factors might optimize programs based on such tools.

Deficits in motor movement automaticity in Parkinson’s disease, especially during multitasking, are early and consistent hallmarks of cognitive function decline, which increases fall risk and reduces quality of life. The study of Chomiak T. et al. (2017) aimed to test the feasibility and potential efficacy of a wearable sensor-enabled technological platform designed for an in-home music-contingent stepping-in-place (SIP) training program to improve step automaticity during dual-tasking (DT). Wearable device technology can be used to enable musically-contingent SIP training to increase motor automaticity for people living with Parkinson’s disease. The training approach described in the mentioned study can be implemented at home to meet the growing demand for self-management of symptoms by patients themselves. Figure 2 shows how steps of patients changes when music is included by mobile phones. During the training, if step height (black trace) is above the threshold (red dotted line), music will play (green regions), while if step height is below the threshold, music does not play. This allows participants to use real-time step measurements and analytics that provide biofeedback to help self-motivation and self-activation reward networks with training.

Swendeman D. et al. (2017) used mobile phone in the treatment of HIV patients. Potential benefits of this techniques include: 1) enhancement of patient engagement, motivation, adherence, and self-management; and 2) improvement in provider-patient relationships and healthcare providers care coordination. Newly diagnosed and patients with co-morbidities were the highest priorities for mobile application support. Facilitators included universal mobile phone ownership and use of smartphones or text messaging. However, some barriers related to this kind of techniques has been observed. The patient-level barriers included concerns about low motivation and financial instability for consistent use by some

Figure 2. Steps height of patients changes depending on music included in mobile phones
patients. Organizational barriers, cited primarily by physicians, included concerns about privacy protections, easy dashboard access, non-integrated electronic records, and competing burdens in limited appointment times. Psychosocial services providers were most supportive of the proposed mobile tools.

In the field of rheumatology digital assessment and graphical feedback of patient-reported outcome measures such as the Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) could increase empowerment and involvement of patients in their own care process. The App ecosystem is an example of how digital assessment using mobile devices can be integrated into existing hospital IT infrastructure [Catarinella FS. et al.; 2016].

In pediatric practice, the new multidimensional questionnaires for juvenile idiopathic arthritis, juvenile dermatomyositis, and juvenile autoinflammatory diseases integrate all major parents and child-reported outcomes used in these diseases into a single tool, and provide an effective guide to manage, document change in health, assess effectiveness of therapeutic interventions, and verify the parent and child satisfaction with illness outcome. Development of electronic versions of questionnaires that permit their completion through smartphones or touch-screen devices will revolutionise information collection from parents and children, foster the regular collection of parents and child-reported outcomes in routine care, and ultimately improve the quality of self-reported health data, and patient outcomes [Consolaro A. et al.; 2016].

For pediatricians, activity behaviours (physical activity, sedentary time and screen time) have been directly linked to health outcomes in childhood. It was proven that children with less electronic devices, particularly in their bedrooms, participated in less screen time, regardless of socioeconomic status. Socioeconomic disparities were identified in children’s moderate-to-vigorous physical activity; however socioeconomic status was inconsistently related to possession of active play equipment. Home active play equipment was therefore not a clear contributor to the socioeconomic gradients in Australian children’s moderate-to-vigorous physical activity [Dumuid D. et al.; 2016].

When school districts choose not to participate in adolescent health behavior surveys, tracking adolescent health indicators can be challenging. Brooks MJ. et al. (2017) conducted a count-

ywide youth behavior survey outside the school system. Their purpose was to describe alternative methods used for gathering these data reliably and ethically. An anonymous phone-based survey used computer-assisted telephone interviewing with a live interviewer in conjunction with an interactive voice response system to survey youth via random digit dialing of landlines and cell phones. These techniques can provide a basis to collect data that may help direct resources and policies relevant to needs of local youth.

Triantafyllidis AK. et al. (2017) proposed a framework for designing sensor-based health monitoring systems aiming to provide extensible and usable monitoring services in the scope of pervasive patient care. Portable or wearable sensing devices measure the patient’s physiological parameters, a smart mobile device collects and analyses the sensor data, a medical center system receives notifications on the detected health condition, and a health professional platform is used by formal caregivers in order to review the patient condition and configure monitoring schemas. Preliminary usability results show the applicability, usefulness and virtue of this approach.

In the 2016, the group of Aronoff-Spencer E. described the detection of Hepatitis C core antibody by dual-affinity yeast chimera and smartphone-based electrochemical sensing. The electrochemical format and a custom, low-cost smartphone-based potentiostat yielded comparable results to assays performed on a state-of-the-art electrochemical workstation.

Figure 3 shows some available wearable devices which can be connected with mobile phones and are used today for self-health monitoring [Haghi M.et al.; 2017]. The approach pioneered as Psychoinformatics is described as an emerging discipline that uses tools and techniques from the computer and information sciences to improve the acquisition, organization, and synthesis of psychological data. Besides experiments and questionnaires, it establishes a third fundamental research technique: the observation of human-device interaction on a very large scale. It allows psychologists to analyze variables such as personality traits, aptitudes, and cognitive functions, as well as behavior. Most importantly, it avoids most sources of bias, because the behavior of interest is directly recorded [Montag C. et al.; 2016].

Many adolescents and adults do not seek treatment for mental health symptoms. Smartphone applications (apps) may assist individuals
with mental health concerns in alleviating symptoms or increasing understanding. The most common supported purpose for the apps was symptom relief and general mental health education. The most frequently mentioned approaches to improving mental health were those that may benefit only milder symptoms such as relaxation. Most app descriptions did not include information to substantiate stated effectiveness of the application and had no mention of privacy or security [Radovic A. et al. 2016].

The study of Mohr DC. et al. (2017) supports the so-called “IntelliCare framework” in providing a suite of skills-focused apps that can be used frequently and briefly to reduce symptoms of depression and anxiety. The IntelliCare system is elemental, allowing individual apps to be used regarding their effectiveness and utility, and it is eclectic, viewing treatment strategies as elements that can be applied as needed rather than adhering to a singular, overarching, theoretical model.

Mobile phone text messages (short message service, SMS) are used pervasively as a form of communication. Almost 100% of the population uses text messaging worldwide and this technology is being suggested as a promising tool in psychiatry. Text messages can be sent either from a classic mobile phone or a web-based application. Text messaging was used in a wide range of mental health situations, notably substance abuse, schizophrenia, and affective disorders. Text messages can be used in four ways, i.e. by usage of: reminders, information, supportive messages, and self-monitoring procedures. Applications are sometimes combined. Overall, a positive attitude toward text messages has been reported. Doctors reported improved treatment adherence and symptom surveillance. Other positive points included an increase in appointment attendance and satisfaction in management and health care services. Insight into message content, preventative strategies, and innovative approaches derived from the mental health field may be applicable in other medical specialties [Berrouiguet S. et al; 2016].

Telemedicine using cellular phones allows real-time consultation of burn patients seen at distant hospitals. Two researchers, den Hollander D. and Mars M. (2017) required completion of a proforma, to ensure collection of the following information: demographics, mechanism of injury, vital signs, relevant laboratory data, management at the referring hospital and advice given by the burn team. They have concluded that telemedicine consultations using a cellular phone significantly change referral pathways in burns.

The goal of the study by Kukolja Taradi S. et al. (2016) was to determine whether an active learning/teaching strategy facilitated with mo-

Figure 3. Wearable devices for self-health monitoring
BILE TECHNOLOGIES CAN IMPROVE STUDENTS’ LEVELS OF MEMORY RETENTION OF KEY PHYSIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS. USING THEIR CELL PHONES, STUDENTS ANSWERED THE SAME QUESTIONS AND THE RESULTS WERE COMPARED WITH A GROUP WITHOUT A MOBILE PHONE USE. IT WAS SHOWN THAT MOBILE PHONE USERS WERE THREE TIME BETTER IN MEMORY RETENTION IN REFERENCE TO THE KEY PHYSIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS.

SUICIDE IS A LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH GLOBALLY, AND THERE HAS BEEN A RAPID GROWTH IN THE USE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS MOBILE HEALTH APPLICATIONS (APPS) TO HELP IDENTIFY AND SUPPORT THOSE AT RISK. LARSEN ME. ET AL.(2016) IDENTIFIED APPS REFERRING TO SUICIDE OR DELIBERATE SELF-HARM ON THE ANDROID AND IOS APP STORES. APP FEATURES WERE LABELLED USING A CODING SCHEME THAT REFLECTED THE BROAD RANGE OF EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICAL AND POPULATION-BASED SUICIDE PREVENTION INTERVENTIONS. IT WAS SHOWN THAT THE BEST-PRACTICE FOR SUICIDE PREVENTION WAS BASED UPON A WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION REPORT AND SUPPLEMENTED BY OTHER REVIEWS OF THE LITERATURE. DESPITE THE NUMBER OF APPS AVAILABLE, AND THEIR VARIOUS PURPOSES, THERE IS ACCENTUATED A CLEAR NEED TO DEVELOP USEFUL, PRAGMATIC, AND MULTIFACETED MOBILE RESOURCES FOR THIS POPULATION. CLINICIANS SHOULD VARY IN RECOMMENDING APPS, ESPECIALLY AS POTENTIALLY HARMFUL CONTENT CAN BE PRESENTED AS HELPFUL.

IN A RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED PILOT STUDY IN OVERWEIGHT ADULTS MUMMAH SA. ET AL. (2016) DESCRIBED A MOBILE APP INTERVENTION WHICH MAY BE USEFUL FOR INCREASING VEGETABLE CONSUMPTION AMONG OVERWEIGHT ADULTS. FOR THIS REASON THEY PATENTED A TOOL NAMED VEGETHON. GIVEN THE IMPROVED HEALTH OUTCOMES ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASES IN VEGETABLE CONSUMPTION, THESE FINDINGS INDICATE THE NEED FOR LARGER, LONGER-TERM EVALUATIONS OF VEGETHON AND SIMILAR TECHNOLOGIES AMONG OVERWEIGHT ADULTS AND OTHER SUITABLE TARGET GROUPS.

CONCLUSIONS

- In conclusion, we can point out that today’s use of mobile phones is much larger than to be only communication devices.
- Mobile phones can be very useful tools in medical practice. We showed using published articles in PubMed that mobile phones are used in cardiology, pulmology, endocrine diseases especially diabetes mellitus, different mental health conditions, in pediatrics, geriatrics etc.
- Information technology has a large implications in detection, assessment, and therapy of different medical conditions.
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Резиме

КОРИСТЕЊЕ НА МОБИЛНИТЕ ТЕЛЕФОНИ
ВО МЕДИЦИНСКАТА ПРАКТИКА
(РЕВИЈАЛЕН ТРУД)
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Во овој ревијален труд презентирани се податоци за користењето на мобилните телефони во медицинската практика. Дискутирајќи се резултатите од стотина студии објавени на ПубМед во последниве години. Трудот беше неопходен како основа за нашиот проект финансиран од МАНУ, а посветен на сопствениот мобилен систем наречен „Невроигра“, конструиран за евалуирање на моторните вештини, поврзани со вниманието и концентрацијата кај различни примероци од популацијата.

Ключни зборови: мобилни телефони, медицина, информатичка наука